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Maastricht University
State-of-the-Art molecular imaging with MS now enable high resolution tissue screening that provides
direct insight into tissue metabolism. Applications have penetrated various research domains from
drug metabolism to the visualization of molecular signaling pathways in cancer. In this lecture we will
demonstrate how mass spectrometry based multimodal molecular imaging can be used to reveal the
cellular phenotypes. We will discuss the development and application of new MS based chemical
microscopes that target biomedical tissue analysis in various diseases as well as other chemically
complex surfaces. There is a clear need to add analytical structural separation utilizing ion mobility of
gas phase ion chemistry. We will demonstrate how to elucidate the way in which local environments
can influence molecular signaling pathways on various scales. The integration of this pathway
information in a surgical setting is imminent, but innovations that push the boundaries of the
technology and its application are still needed. The imaging MS community is driving translational
molecular imaging research and these needed developments rapidly forward.
More and more researchers realize that a single technology provides only a subset of the molecular
information needed to obtain an in depth understanding of a clinical problem. Multimodal approaches
enable the study of clinical samples at a variety of molecular and spatial scales. The molecular
complexity on the genome, proteome and metabolome level all needs to be taken into account. The
distribution of several hundreds of molecules on the surface of complex (biological) surfaces can be
determined directly in complementary imaging MS experiment with different desorption and ionization
strategies. High throughput, high resolution MALDI techniques offer three dimensional molecular data
on the tissue level. Ambient desorption and ionization techniques complement MALDI in their
capabilities to reveal different molecular signatures that can be employed for direct tissue typing in
molecular pathology. State-of-the-art molecular imaging mass spectrometry has evolved to bridge the
gap between different disciplines such as MRI, PET, fluorescence imaging and histology. The
combination with tools from structural biology makes it possible to perform imaging experiments at
length scales from cells to patients

日時： 8 月 25 日（金） 17:30 ～ 19:00
場所： 臨床講義棟 大講義室
上記のとおり、Maastricht University より Ron Heeren 教授を招聘してセミナーを開催いたし
ます。本セミナーは大学院講義の一環ではありますが、本学の教職員、医師、学生をはじめ、
学外の方も自由に聴講できます。ふるってご参加ください。
問合せ先： 細胞分子解剖学講座（山崎文義：yamazaki@hama-med.ac.jp）

